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About This Game

Once upon a time, the kingdom was a land of peace, harmony, and an all-consuming passion for the greatest sport - GOLF.
Everyone in the land played day and night, and soon the kingdom itself was turned into the most beautiful course the world had

ever seen. The land was happy. The land was good.

Until the monsters came...

In its obsession with golf, the people had become complacent, leaving the kingdom open to attack. Hole by hole, dungeon by
dungeon, the monsters emerged and drove the people off the course. And a great sadness fell across the world.

Then one day, a brave girl appeared, determined to play the finest course in the world. Armed only with her golf club, she would
set forth to play the nine legendary holes. But first, she would need to rid the land of the monsters...

RPGolf is an exciting blend of classic JRPG with 8-bit golf. Relive the nostalgia of the classic gaming age, but in an exciting
new mash-up that combines the best of both worlds.

Key features include:
* Retro gaming graphics to transport you back to the 80s.

* Simple, intuitive controls enable you to battle, golf, and explore the world.
* 9 holes of golf, ready to be discovered across the world map.

* Dungeons filled with treasure and danger!
* Deadly boss fights.
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RPGolf seamlessly blends golf and RPG into one addicitve game. Battling monsters will level you up, allowing you to hit the
ball further. Discovering new clubs and gloves scattered around the world will improve your golf game, and also give you the
edge in combat. By blending 2 game styles together, RPGolf creates a brand-new take on both, unlike anything seen before.
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG, Sports
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ArticNet
Publisher:
Chorus Worldwide Games Limited
Release Date: 9 May, 2018
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I don't write many reviews but I felt like I had to after completing this game.  As a result, this is now the second game I've
reviewed that has Satan in it. 

This is a 'Point & Click' adventure game which follows the story of centuries old John Yesterday, a mysterious man who seeks
to find out who he really is, as well as the origin of his immortality and 'The Order of the Flesh' - the Satanic cult that started it
all. The problem is, everytime John dies he loses his memory.

This game is, at times, violent and very puzzling (which is what we all want out of point and click games). Additionally, the
story kept me going as I wanted to know more about John Yesterday and all the lives he had lived. It is also very good looking;
we are taken through various time periods and scenes as we follow the characters this game has to offer. Without spoiling
anything, a part of me wishes there were multiple endings (as in the first game), although the lack thereof helps to tie a nice bow
on John Yesterday's story.

+ Mysterious story-line
+ Immersive soundtrack
+ Great characters
+ Dark humor which is always fun

- May need a walkthrough
- Occasionally answers to puzzles don't make sense

 If you are interested in this game I would recommend playing the first one although it is not completely necessary. . I am become
mathematician, the destroyer of mathematical problems.. A very nice game, I would even say almost the best one from this
developer in my point of view. My personal favorite is still Fairy Fencer, but this one is a great one too. Very distinctive style,
atmosphere, and concept. Always liked when games somehow implement classic tales in their story, and this one is a good
example. Got to the good heroine ending on the first try, (which is good, because I don't like when achieveng good end requires
a lot of things to do, and when you mess up even a single one, it's a game over for you) so that's another positive point for me..
best mod for COH hands down. this cancer 11/10 this game made kill my whole family. Es ist eigentlich ein sehr gutes game
wen es weiter entwikelt werden würde was leider nicht der fall ist echt schade wie das spiel gestorben ist.. I have had my Vive
for about a month now, have tried many games, some ok, some meh, some better than ok. I would recommend this one to all.
Good for demoing to noobs, and just for having some fun.
kudos to the dev\'s on this one!!!. Wonderful game! Right off the bat the voice acting sounded realistic, and the opening visuals
were gorgeous. The hidden object puzzles were the right amount of challenging. Being able to choose what object you wanted to
use the hint for was also a unique touch. The extra farm details, like upgrading parts of the farm, planting crops, and selling
them in the market were also very engaging and motivated me to keep playing. I liked the additional puzzles and the quests, too.
They were great details. Overall this was a great game that I would definitely recommend!. Absolutely terrible controls.
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I'm sorry but no. This game is right up my alley for style and I'd love to see a remake, but as it is it's old in all the wrong ways.
It's got a terribly clunky UI, the pacing is all over the place and at its heart it's basically a badly-obsolete old-school flight sim
that takes for...ev...er to get anything done in. (The tutorial mission involves doing two points of damage per laser shot against a
capital ship with ~1200 or so shields; given that even skilled runs can take a full minute to pull off and you'll only get 5-10 shots
per run, well, you do the math.). Honestly the most frustrating thing is that you spend the time setting up your units, planning,
building up resources and so on.
Yet, as soon as you come face to face with your opponent.. the game freezes?! No idea why. Maybe the game is incapable of
supporting the insane amounts of sprites on screen with the bigger squads, but the game is not playable! Constant battle to even
load the game and crashes non-stop during play.

WILL SAY THOUGH, INSANE AMOUNT HISTORICAL OF RESEARCH AND DETAIL HAS GONE INTO THIS.
AMAZING FOR HISTORY NUTS!!!. Not very fun, enemies feel the same thru the time i played the game.. Simple but fun
shooter. still better than fallout 4. waste of money wont even work. Zotrix is like a top down arcade shooter bullet hell where
you play as a spaceship shooting everything. That being said, the game has pros and cons to it, although from what I found, the
cons outweighed the pros.

The good parts of this game is that the gameplay is actually pretty fun. When you are shooting stuff, it is smooth, sometimes
refreshing, and is challenging to dodge and shoot enemies. Also, the game features some pretty good music, which I enjoyed.

The bad parts of this game is that the interface is too needlessly complex early on. They overload you with so much stuff just to
start, and then throw you in. The beginning is actually not that bad, and I was able to figure out quite a bit of stuff, but it was
kind of annoying. Additionally, everything is too cheap. You can literally buy a tier 3 item after finishing your second level.
Also each level is the same with no real differences, causing the game to be pretty repetitive and not super stimulating.

Overall, if the devs improved the game a bit, made the interface better, and made more unique missions, the game would be
better and I would give it a positive review. I wish there was a neutral option, but since there isn't, I will be leaving a not
recommend.

Rating: 6.4/10
Recommend Price: $0.99 or below
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